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fusion ref;X>rt

Labor Committee Exposes Rockefeller·lEe
Suppression of Fusion Rum.
July 10 (IPS) - The IPS Intelligence staff has uncovered

presenting fusion as the solution to the so-called energy

the exact names, dates and documents establishing the

crisis. Dr. Teller's ethical standards have already been

Rockefeller financial interests' calculated suppression of

called into question within informed scientific circles. It

the development of controlled nuclear fusion power.

is widely known that after his approach to constructing a

Fusion power development would provide a safe, clean

hydrogen bomb out of liquid deuterium and tritium

and virtually unlimited means of meeting world energy

proved inefficient, Teller, without acknowledging the

requirements.
The Rockefellers'
Edward Teller,

chief inside conspirator

is

source, stole another physicist's idea of using the solid

Dr.

hydrides of lithium, specifically lithium deuteride.

Father of the Hydrogen Bomb. Dr.

For the la�t twenty years, Teller and the CIA par

Teller is also a leading member of Rockefeller's Com

ticularly have suppressed the nuclear fusion research of

mission on Critical Choices. At the present time, the

Dr. Louis Gold.
Gold was a member of the MIT (Massachusetts In

major efforts in the U.S. toward laser-induced fusion are

stitute of Technology)

either controlled directly by Teller or through RockeThe

National

Caucus

of

Labor

Committees

Radiation Laboratory during

is

demanding that the United States Congress launch an
immediate investigation into the Rockefeller-controlled
Atomic Energy Commission conspiracy to suppress the
development of controlled thermonuclear fusion power.
The Labor Committees are now organizing on Capitol
Hill for a Congressional bill which would allocate the
necessary funds for a Manhattan Project style program
for the brute force development of nuclear fusion power
in the next five years.
feller's Exxon Corporation. IPS has already revealed the

World War II where he. worked on the Manhattan
Project - the

. public facts surrounding the suppression of nuclear
fusion power research - the obvious underfunding of .

brute

force

development

of

nuclear

fission. After the war, Gold set up the Materials Lab at

fusion research and the "Top Secret" classification of

Brown University and proceeded to do pioneering work

essential data desperately needed by physicists.

on fusion. During the early fifties, while working under
Major Odor at the Air Force Weapons Lab, Gold was

At the present time, IPS has in its possession evidence
linking a

large cross section

of

America's

leading

forced out of all fusion research programs. He has been

scientists to this conspiracy. We will limit our exposure,

kept isolated from such work ever since, in spite of

however, to key individuals and facts in order to allow

continuing theoretical contributions.

those scientists who still retain some measure of human
morality to come forward with the truth themselves.
- -

TeDer Self-Exposure

the Atomic Energy Commission to suggest that the laser
or electrical beams be used to obtain controlled fusion.

Dr. Teller recently exposed himself as the spokesman

He was sharply rebuffed.

for Rockefeller's suppression of fusion at a Conference of
the

American

Association

for

the

AEC Not Interested

As soon as the laser was produced, Gold approached

Advancement

In 1966, at Gold's suggestion, Sandia Weapons Lab

of

began to use lasers to simulate thermonuclear weapons,

Science, when he attempted to prevent a representative

but again, Gold was squeezed out of the resulting work.

from the National Caucus of Labor Committees from
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In 1971, Dr. Gold developed the idea that fusion fuels

might be compressed by laser beams to 10,000 times
their ordinary density. At these densities the electrons
would act as a shield which would screen out the
repulsive electrical forces between nuclei and therefore

Teller got hold of Gold's ideas. Gold himself was again
isolated from the work.
In May of 1972, when Dr. Gold was attending the
Montreal

International

Quantum

Mechanics

Con

ference, Teller .and Company were de-classifying new

allow fusion to proceed at lower temperatures than could

data on laser fusion. The new data consisted of some

be expected with the normal Coulomb Barrier. Gold

aspects of Gold's own recent discoveries. By taking credit

proceeded to inform the AEC of his breakthrough. Once

for Gold's ideas, Teller tried to undercut and destroy the

again, he received the cold shoulder treatment. Gold

development of Gold's efforts. Significantly, a group

then proceeded to give the information to the Air Force

Israeli scientists have rediscovered most of Dr.

Weapons researchers in hope that they would follow
, through on his ideas. Through this channel, Edward

of'
Gold's

conceptions as reported in the Physics Review Letters,
June 10, 1974, page 1299, Dar et al.
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